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SEGUNDO PARCIAL 3º ESO: CONTENIDOS A EXAMINAR (HISTORIA) 
 
1- WHAT IS THE ORIGIN OF OUR CULTURE? - THE 16TH CENTURY 
 
1.1- ECONOMY 
 
During the 16th Century, the main economic activity was agriculture. The majority of population 
worked on agriculture and most of wealth of that age came from agriculture. 
 
Medieval techniques remained during this period and there were few innovations: 

- introduction of new plants taken from America (like potatoes, tomatoes, corn); 
- in Western Europe, although feudalism continued, it changed. During the last part of the 

Middle Ages, the economic crisis, peasant’s revolts, civil wars and the reinforcement of king’s 
authority made to disappear most of the serfdom and changed the structure of the señoríos or manors. 
In 16th century, peasants were not forced to work on the fields of their lord (demesne), but they were 
still not completely free. No matter if they cultivated fields of their own or fields of the lord [by paying 
part of the crops (lease) or some money (rent)], they paid taxes and services (like the use of mills) to 
their lord and were judged by lord’s laws and courts. 
 
As a consequence of the lack of innovations, crops were related to weather conditions and the amount 
of space cultivated. So, it was linked to demography, as better crops increased food and the amount of 
population, that cultivated new fields, increasing production until bad crops or epidemics decreased 
population, so making production to decrease. 
 
There was an economic expansion that lasted most of 16th Century, as both European population and 
agriculture production increased (population from 80 to 150 million). This was a change of the late-
medieval trend (with the end of agricultural expansion, the Plague and many wars that affected 
agriculture). 
 
Craft was also important, especially that in cities organised on guilds (gremios). These guilds were 
associations of all the artisans (master craftsmen, journeymen and apprentices – maestros, oficiales y 
aprendices) producing the same product in a city and they regulated their work, organisation and 
prices. They were few people, but produced profitable goods for the upper classes (even from other 
countries, as they export goods) or the armies and fleets of the king. 
 
Finally, trade expanded a lot during this century, thanks to the geographic discoveries and the trips to 
Asia, Africa and America of Spanish, Portuguese, French, English and Dutch explorers and 
conquerors. Although it was still only a small part of the economy, it was very profitable and made a 
few amount of people extraordinarily rich. It was also very important in cities like Seville, Lisbon, 
London or Amsterdam. Moreover, it expanded a banking system (based on some families like the 
Fuggers in Germany or the Spinolas in Genoa) that gave loans to these traders, to nobleman or to 
kings. 
 
As a consequence, a small, but very rich, part of the population started to develop a new economic 
system based on the pursuit of profit and organised on trading or banking companies owned by those 
that gave money (capital resources). These were the foundations of capitalism, although they were not 
conscious of that. Economists called later this economy merchant capitalism. 
 
1.2- SOCIETY 
 
During the 16th Century, like in the Middle Ages, each social group (estamento or estate) had 
different laws, while their wealth was secondary in defining social groups. 

- Nobility: they owned the majority of the land (although they rented or leased it to peasants in 
long-term agreements) and they kept their power to tax and judge inhabitants inside their manor. They 
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had their own laws and courts and they did not pay taxes to the king. They were diverse, from high 
nobility (Grandes, Peers) to low nobility (hidalgos, knights, gentlemen), these without almost any 
property. 

- Clergy: in Catholic countries Church was one of the major land owners and they received 
money from wealthy people (in Reformed countries Church’s properties belonged to kings or 
noblemen). They behaved like any other lord, making Church one of the wealthiest powers in 16th 
Century. They depended on the Pope (in Catholic kingdoms) and kings protected them, so they had 
their own laws and justice courts and did not pay taxes to the king. They were also diverse with a high 
clergy (archbishops, bishops) that controlled large territories and had many power (and usually were 
members of noble families) and a low clergy, poor but better trained than in Middle Ages. Regular 
clergy was also important, especially the Jesuits. 

- Finally, the 3rd Estate (estado llano, commoners) were composed of all people under the 
common law of the king. They paid taxes to the king and they were judged and follow the laws of the 
king (even if they were part of a manor, as the king pointed himself as the last judicial authority). It 
was also diverse, from wealthy merchants, master craftsmen, bankers or civil servants to humble 
peasants or beggars. The richests members tried to join the other two groups: some of them received 
titles from the king; others could married their daughters to noblemen and some others make their sons 
to join the clergy. 
 
1.3- POLITICS 
 
Middle Ages finished with a major crisis caused by the Plague, civil wars, economic crisis, peasant 
revolts, Hundred year war, etc. Kings reinforced their power during this crisis: they took the lands 
of rebel noblemen; they offered favours, gifts, rents or posts to noblemen in exchange of their oath of 
fealty; noblemen needed these favours because the economic crisis decreased their incomes; cities 
looked for the protection of kings against noblemen and wars; and kings protected and controlled the 
Church inside their kingdoms. 
 
As a consequence, at the beginning of 16th Century no other power could defy kings’ authority inside 
their kingdom (as contrary as in Middle Ages). Kings owned most of the lands and, which was more 
important, ruled over all the other powers and estates inside their kingdoms (Church, noblemen, cities, 
military orders, etc). These estates maintained most of their authority inside their lands, but they 
recognised the king as their superior. King was no longer consider as any other member of nobility 
(“primus inter pares”), but as a quite different and superior power. 
 
At the same time, kings took some decisions to maintain this superiority and administrate all their new 
power: 

- They increased the size or royal armies, making them permanent. Soldiers were paid directly 
by the crown and kings also hired mercenaries. At the same time, private armies of noblemen were 
banned. 
 - They make themselves the highest judicial authority inside their kingdoms, showing their 
superiority. 
 - They increased the amount of royal officers, which allowed them to administrate better all 
their lands, rents and dependent territories or institutions (cities, Church, military orders, etc.); to tax; 
to judge; to control their armies; to establish and keep diplomatic relationships to other kings; to 
control incomes and expenses; etc. Most of these officers were organised in Councils (Consejos) and 
the most important posts were offered to loyal noblemen or bishops. 
 
The most important decision was the use of the Royal Court (Corte Real) to rule and control all the 
other estates. Each king had his court, made up of all their officers (serving kings by managing their 
kingdoms or by taking care of their private needs) and those noblemen that wanted to be close to the 
king to get from him gifts or posts. Kings offered these posts and gifts to the most important families 
of each territory and kingdom to ensure their loyalty and, as a consequence, the loyalty of the territory 
(as these families of noblemen had offered gifts and favours to lesser noblemen or rich commoners to 
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their loyalty, creating clientelage networks). Soon, the majority of noble families lived on the court, 
avoiding through that way civil wars, rebellions, etc. So, kings decided to set their courts in a single 
city (although they sometimes could still move with all or part of their officers and noblemen to 
another city). 
 
Kings maintained parliaments or assemblies (Cortes) where the three estates of the kingdom 
(nobility, Church and third estate) met by the calling of the king himself to discuss about laws and 
provide funds to the crown. However, kings started to delay these meetings, to finally not summon 
them at all (during 17th century). 
 
Kings considered themselves as part of a dinasty. Their main objective was to maintain and increase 
the legacy of their ancestors to pass it to their heirs. So, they considered their kingdoms as an 
inheritance. They respected the other powers inside the kingdom, but they used their kingdoms to 
support their policies, based on the interests of their dinasty (that were not necessarily those of their 
kingdoms). 
 
1.4- CULTURE 
 
As a consequence of the political, economic and social changes, royal courts transformed into the 
main centers of cultural production. Nobility and kings, as well as Church, were the main patrons and 
paid and maintain artists and writers. 
 
The two main cultural movements in the 16th century are Humanism and Renaissance. They are 
connected, as both were inspired by the classical antiquity. Renaissance is a more generic term. It is 
commonly used for naming all the period and its culture, including Humanism. 
 
Humanists were students and professors of the studia humanitatis (grammar, rhetorical, poetry, moral 
philosophy and history). During the 15th century in Italy (specially Florence), some of them changed 
the medieval way of thinking, the scholastic: 
 - Humanists wanted to recover the classical thought. So, they searched, revised and translated 
again the texts of ancient Greece and Rome. Later, they also revised and translated the Bible and other 
religious texts. 
 - They used these texts as the main source of information and inspiration, renewing the 
literature, political thought, philosophy, sciences and theology. 
 - As contrary as scholastics, they were interested on practice: they wanted to apply their 
knowledge to society. For them, humanity became the center of their reflection and thought. 
During the Middle Ages, men were seen in a negative way (they were believed to have a tendency to 
sin and could not do anything worth without God), what humanists change into a positive one (men 
could developed their abilities by themselves through education).  
 - They developed a critical thinking that make them critized what they found not true or not 
correct, including some behaviours of the Church. They wanted to break ties with their recent past, so 
they created the difference between Middle Ages and their present. 
 
The Renaissance is the artistic movement that started in Italy in the 14th century and extended two 
centuries after to all Europe. Later its meaning was expanded to refered to all this age and all the 
changes that happened that differenciated it from Middle Ages. Renaissance set the aesthetic values of 
Europe for the next centuries. 
 
Renaissance artists share these characteristics: 

- They were inspired by the classical antiquity (they even copied it). 
- They tried to be valued and they achieved it: they were known and well paid. They practised 

different arts (writing, painting, architecture, sculpture, etc). 
- They represent an idealized vision of reality: balanced, organised, etc. 
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- They gave importance to human body and human values on their works. They represented 
nudity for the first time since the end of the Roman Empire; they made buildings thinking on the 
community and human needs. 
 
2- WHAT IS THE ORIGIN OF OUR POLITICS, SOCIETY AND SCIENCE? – THE 17TH 
CENTURY 
 
2.1- ECONOMY 
 
The economy remained the same as the 16th century: almost all of it was based on agriculture, with 
small, but very profitable, craft, trade and banking sectors. 
 
The main differences were the following: 
a) The economy was on a crisis during most of the century. It was mainly because of a slowdown of 
production in agriculture 
b) Trade expanded during this century 
c) There were two main novelties on craft 
 - The domestic system expanded in some areas of England and the Netherlands. Although it 
did not surpass guilds as the main production system, it became more important and profitable. 
 - Absolute monarchs founded royal factories or manufactures as part of their mercantilist 
policies. 
 
2.2- SOCIETY 
 
The main changes in 17th century were related to the economic and politic situation: 
a) Nobility tried to protect their incomes by pushing peasants (more taxes, more control, etc.) and 
kings (by trying to get most of the posts, rents and gifts from the royal court).  
b) The 3rd estate was the one that changed most: 
 - Chartered companies and craft enriched a small part of this estate (especially in the 
Netherlands, England and France), making the foundations for the burgeoisie. Some of them wanted 
to participate in politics. 
 - Beggars went up, especially in big cities. They were made up by migrant peasants and poor 
artisans affected by the crisis. Some of them begged, but others became criminals and even members 
of bands. 
 
2.3- POLITICS 
 
The reinforcement of the power of the king during the 16th century led to two different situations in 
the 17th century: 
 
a) Absolute monarchies: kings finally controlled all the supreme power. They recognised the different 
powers inside their kingdoms (nobility, cities, Church, etc.), but they placed themselves above all of 
them, up to a point they could modify the other powers and they ruled without summoning any 
parliament, assembly or cortes of the kingdom. The best example was Louis XIV in France. 
 
They could achieve that because: 

- All the other powers depended on royal incomes, gifts and posts because of the economic 
crisis. 

- They increased the number of royal officers to better control society. They pointed some 
ministers and a Prime minister to rule the country. 

- They used the power of the Church and the art to control society and warranted their power. 
- They promote the economic development of their kingdoms by mercantilism (which was 

also another way of fighting the other kingdoms). These economic actions tried to keep as much as 
gold as silver inside the kingdom with protectionist policies (increasing tariffs or forbidding 
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importations) and trade (foundation of new colonies and chartered companies) and craft (establishing 
royal factories). 

 
b) Parliamentary systems: on the other hand, some kingdoms stopped this process and limited the 
power of their kings. The main examples were some Italian republics (Venice, Genoa) and specially 
the United Provinces (the Netherlands) and England. The Parliament of this kingdom ejected twice in 
the Century the Stuart dynasty: first during the English Civil War (1642-1651. After this, they 
established a republic, the Commonwealth ruled by Oliver Cromwell) and secondly with the Glorious 
Revolution (1688, which set a parliamentary monarchy ruled by the Dutch William III). 
 
In these systems the parliaments (divided in the House of the Lords and the House of the Commons in 
England) had an important role. The executive (elected in the case of those republics) must consult the 
most important decisions. Burgeoisie was represented at these parliaments and could improve their 
situation and suggest policies that promoted trade and craft. 
 
As a novelty, in 1689 William III signed the first Bill of Rights of history, accepting some limits to his 
power (like granting the private property or respecting the powers of the Parliament). In addition, part 
of these parliaments (the House of the Commons in England) were elected, but only for the richest part 
of society. These were the foundations for liberalism, the main political and economic system during 
19th century. 
 
2.4- CULTURE 
 
Culture in the 17th century is known as Baroque (Barroco). Baroque artists and thinkers considered 
themselves as part of the Renaissance. In the 18th century, the differences between them were pointed 
out, using for the first time the word Baroque (in a negative way). 
 
Europe was now clearly divided into 3 new religions (Lutherans, Calvinists and Catholics), what broke 
the religious unity for the first time since the late Roman Empire (Christendom). Moreover, all the 
geographic discoveries showed directly new societies and environments. Wars, an economic crisis and 
social changes made the frame more chaotic. 
 
Philosophers, scientists and artists found themselves in a new world where everything was 
unpredictable. It was a period of changes that needed to be organised in a way that created some of the 
foundations of our society. 
 
During the 17th century there was a huge development on scientific development. It was the “Scientific 
Revolution”, which established the bases for our current scientific methodology and knowledge. For 
the first time since Classical Antiquity, scientists observed and studied nature trying to find general 
laws that explain how it works. 
 
Baroque was born as a cultural movement due to the influence of both the reinforcement of the power 
of kings and Reformation on the Renaissance. Artists still tried to recover the spirit of Classical 
Antiquity, but at the same time they showed all the power of their patrons: kings and the Church. Art 
was used for controlling thoughts and population. And they tried to represent the nature, now 
perceived as unpredictable and changeable, but with hidden general laws that explained its 
functioning. 
 
The main characteristics of Baroque were: 

- All the arts (architecture, sculpture, painting and others like jewellery, gardening and 
tapestry) worked together to create a greater and total work of art that expressed a political 
or religious message (like in churches, palaces or cities). 

- Works of art were planned to be theatrical and produce feelings (so the message can be 
better understood). 
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- Works of art tried to reflect the chaotic reality of nature (and not its idealization, like during 
the Renaissance): curves, irregularities and ellipses in buildings, abundant decoration in 
architecture, movement in sculpture and painting, aerial perspective on painting, etc. 

- The most relevant works of art were produced in the most important centres of power 
(Rome, France, Netherlands, Madrid) 

- Literature also was very important on Baroque, especially theatre. 


